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with Roger Casement's dearest friends in the dust of
the pavement outside the prison gates as he passed
away. Thousands mourned in pity and shame that
such a deed was done.
A couple of years later Eva told the story in The
Catholic Bulletin, a Dublin monthly paper, and I give
it here.
FOR GOD AND KATHLEEN NI HOULIHAN.
The two years now closing have been to many years
of death and exaction. Tragedy after tragedy has
overwhelmed our world with pity and terror. But to
Irish people especially that pity and terror has come
mixed with a strange exultation. And to the little
band of lovers and friends who watched in breathless
suspense and agonised hope that supreme and long
drawn out agony, that dragged slowly on through
three terrible months to its inevitable end, there were
sudden flashes of intense realisation, moments when
the heart's tragic defeat was merged in the mysterious
victory of the soul. In some silent compelling way,
sorrow itself seemed to be drawn up at times into that
calm atmosphere of beauty and peace that wrapped
round in a strange smiling security the untroubled
spirit of Roger Casement, as he moved serenely through
tempests of reviling and torture and the scorn of men,
without fear and without hatred. * He sent grateful
messages to all who prayed for him and loved him—
that I was to tell all that he died for Ireland, and that
he wished them to know that he had no bitterness
in his heart for anyone. ... He was wonderful, the
peace, the tranquillity, the courage with which he
faced death and talked of it. ... My heart is divided
between joy and sorrow.' Such was the witness of
one who was with him a day or two before the end.
But the simple and spiritual beauty of his nature

